
 

What  is a Waterhog Mat?  

Waterhog Mats are perhaps the best entrance mat on the market today and for many good reasons. 

They come in a variety of colors, sizes and patterns, but mainly carry the same characteristics. Each mat 

has a molded surface pattern. The king of the Waterhog Mats would be the Waterhog Classic or 

Waterhog Fashion Mats with the waffle pattern surface.  Another popular Waterhog Mat would be the 

Waterhog Eco Premier with a diamond pattern or the Waterhog Eco Elite Mats with a herringbone 

chevron pattern. For an upscale comforting look, check out the Waterhog Eco Grand Elite or the 

Waterhog Eco Grand Premier which have single fan or double fan ends. These mats are a favorite of 

office buildings, hotels and medical facilities. All mats are constructed of a quick drying polyester surface 

made from recycled materials and come with beveled “dam” borders that keep any liquids contained in 

the mat and from spilling on your floor.  

What makes Waterhog Mats different from other entrance mats? 

One of the most unique attractions of the Waterhog Mat is that you can choose from smooth or cleated 

backing for different surface applications, as well as your choice of black rubber borders or matching 

color fabric borders for less of an industrial look.   

Another feature of the Waterhog Mats is the fact that they can retain up to 1.5 GALLONS of water per 

square yard without overflowing onto your floor. Now that’s ALOT of water!!! 

Most Waterhog Mats come in over 20 standard sizes and at least  6 color options, but we are also able 

to custom cut these mats to a specific length at no additional charge.  The Waterhog Mat is so popular, 

it comes in a logo mat version called the Waterhog Inlay Mat. Simply send us your image and mat 

specifications and we will create a customized mat with your logo. 

How do I clean my Waterhog Mat? 

Waterhog Mats are super tough and more resilient than your average door mats. The recommended 

cleaning methods are to vacuum regularly, shop vac preferably to get all the fine debris left in the deep 

crevasses. Occasionally you may want to wash your Waterhog Mat with a powerful garden hose and a 

little soapy water to loosen up the real dirt and grime. Because this mat is rubber backed, you could 

technically throw it in the washing machine, assuming you have a washing machine that will hold up to 

the task!  

 

https://commercialmatsandrubber.com/product/waterhog-classic-entrance-mats/
https://commercialmatsandrubber.com/product/waterhog-classic-entrance-mats/
https://commercialmatsandrubber.com/product/waterhog-eco-premier/
https://commercialmatsandrubber.com/product/waterhog-eco-elite/
https://commercialmatsandrubber.com/product/waterhog-eco-grand-elite/
https://commercialmatsandrubber.com/product/2358/

